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Appendix A

Patterns

In these patterns, all matching terms are between brackets. The terms in bold are
the ones matching with phrases we would like to extract. NAME is a phrase that is
tagged as name by the POS-tagger. NAMEP and NAMEO are phrases tagged as
person name and organization name by the Named Entity tagger respectively. DATE

is an expression of time identified by the POS-tagger, Y EAR should match with a
number of four digits. The subscriptions B and D are used to distinguish between the
birth year and year of death. ADJC , COUNTRY , CURRENCY , and FUNCTION

are all phrases from lists. The currencies, countries and country adjectives on these
list are manually collected from databases found on the Internet. The lists contain
90, 204 and 1031 entries respectively. The list with function terms was partly taken
from Dutch part of the EuroWordNet (Vossen (1998)) consisting of all words under
the node ‘leider’ (leader), 255 in total. Since the coverage of the Dutch EWN is
far from complete, Van der Plas and Bouma (2005) employed a technique based on
distributional similarity to extend the list automatically. We used the extended list
for our patterns. DET is a determiner (‘de’, ‘het’, or ‘een’). BE is a form of the verb
to be. V ERBF is one of the founding verbs ‘stichten’ (found), ‘oprichten’ (set up)
or ‘instellen’ (establish). ADJF is one of the founding adjectives ‘gesticht’ (found),
‘opgericht’ (set up), or ‘ingesteld’ (established). NOUNF is one of the founding nouns
’stichter’ (founder), ‘oprichter’ (founder), or ‘grondlegger’ (founder). PREP is one of
the preposition ‘in’ (in) or ‘op’ (at). COIN matches either the term ‘munt’ (coinage)
or ‘munteenheid’ (currency). TERM can match with an arbitrary term. Finally,
we used a few quantifiers. The question mark indicates zero or one of the preceding
element. {n} means between zero and n of the preceding element.

As for the labels of the dependency relations, subj denotes the subject relation,
obj1 is the direct object relation, mod stands for the modifier relation, app is the
apposition relation, and predc denotes the predicate-complement relation.
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150 Appendix A. Patterns

A.1 Capital

A.1.1 Surface patterns

a /[ADJC] [hoofdstad], ? [NAME]/

b /[NAME], ? [TERM ]? [hoofdstad] [van] [COUNTRY]/

c /[NAME] [BE] [TERM ]{2} [DET ] [TERM ]? [ADJC] [hoofdstad]/

d /[hoofdstad] [van] [COUNTRY] [BE] [TERM ]{2}[NAME]}/

A.1.2 Dependency patterns

a

{
〈hoofdstad, mod,ADJC〉,
〈hoofdstad, app,NAME〉

}

b


〈NAME, app, hoofdstad〉,
〈hoofdstad, mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,COUNTRY〉



c


〈BE, subj,NAME〉,
〈BE, predc, hoofdstad〉,
〈hoofdstad, mod,ADJC〉



d


〈BE, subj,NAME〉,
〈BE, predc, hoofdstad〉,
〈hoofdstad, mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,COUNTRY〉


A.2 Currency

A.2.1 Surface patterns

a /[ADJC] [CURRENCY]/

b /[ADJC] [COIN ], ? [TERM ]? [CURRENCY]/

c /[COIN ] [in] [NAME] [BE] [TERM ] [CURRENCY]/
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A.2.2 Dependency patterns

a
{
〈CURRENCY,mod,ADJC〉,

}

b

{
〈COIN,mod,ADJC〉,
〈COIN, app,CURRENCY〉,

}

c


〈BE, subj, COIN〉,
〈COIN,mod, in〉,
〈in, obj1,NAME〉,
〈BE, predc,CURRENCY〉


A.3 Date of Birth

A.3.1 Surface patterns

a /[NAMEP] [(] [YEARB − Y EARD]/

b /[NAMEP] [BE] [geboren] [PREP ][DATE]/

A.3.2 Dependency patterns

a
{
〈NAMEP,mod,YEARB − Y EARD〉,

}

b


〈geboren, obj1,NAMEP〉,
〈geboren, mod, PREP 〉,
〈PREP, obj1,DATE〉


A.4 Founder

A.4.1 Surface patterns

a /[NAME] [V ERBF ] [TERM ]{2} [NAMEO] ([PREP ] [DATE])?/

b /[DET ] ([door] [NAME])?([PREP ] [DATE])?[TERM ] ∗ [ADJF ] [NAMEO]/

c /[oprichting] [van] [NAMEO] ([door] [NAME])?([PREP ] [DATE])?/

d /[NAME], [TERM ]? [NOUNF ] [van] [NAMEO] ([PREP ] [DATE])?/
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A.4.2 Dependency patterns

a


〈V ERBF , subj,NAME〉,
〈V ERBF , obj1,NAMEO〉,
〈V ERBF ,mod, PREP 〉,
〈PREP, obj1,DATE〉



b



〈NAMEO,mod,ADJF 〉,
〈ADJF ,mod, door〉,
〈door, obj1,NAME〉,
〈ADJF ,mod, PREP 〉,
〈PREP, obj1,DATE〉,



c



〈oprichting,mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,NAMEO〉,
〈oprichting,mod, door〉,
〈door, obj1,NAME〉,
〈oprichting,mod, PREP 〉,
〈PREP, obj1,DATE〉,



d



〈NOUNF ,mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,NAMEO〉,
〈NOUNF , app,NAME〉,
〈NAMEO,mod, PREP 〉,
〈PREP, obj1,DATE〉,


A.5 Function

A.5.1 Surface patterns

a /[ADJC] [FUNCTION], ? [NAMEP]/

b /[NAMEP], ? [TERM ]? [ADJC] [FUNCTION]/

c /[NAMEP] [BE] [TERM ]{2} [DET ] [TERM ]?[ADJC] [FUNCTION]/

d /[FUNCTION] [van] [COUNTRY], ? [NAMEP]/

e /[NAMEP], ? [TERM ]? [FUNCTION] [van] [COUNTRY]/

f /[NAMEP][BE][TERM ]{2}[DET ][TERM ]{2}[FUNCTION][van][COUNTRY]/
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A.5.2 Dependency patterns

a

{
〈FUNCTION,mod,ADJ〉,
〈FUNCTION, app,NAMEP〉

}

b

{
〈FUNCTION,mod,ADJ〉,
〈NAMEP, app,FUNCTION〉

}

c

{
〈FUNCTION,mod,ADJ〉,
〈V ERB, predc,FUNCTION〉

}

d


〈FUNCTION,mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,COUNTRY〉,
〈FUNCTION, app,NAMEP〉


e


〈FUNCTION,mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,COUNTRY〉,
〈NAMEP, app,FUNCTION〉



f


〈FUNCTION,mod, van〉,
〈van, obj1,COUNTRY〉,
〈BE, subj,NAMEP〉,
〈BE, predc,FUNCTION〉


A.6 Location of Birth

A.6.1 Surface patterns

a /[NAMEP], [geboren] [in] [NAME]/

b /[NAMEP] [BE] [in] [NAME] [geboren]/

A.6.2 Dependency patterns

a


〈NAMEP,mod, geboren〉,
〈geboren, mod, in〉,
〈in, obj1,NAME〉


b


〈geboren, obj1,NAMEP〉,
〈geboren, mod, in〉,
〈in, obj1,NAME〉
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